LEARNING AT HOME
YOUNG PRESCHOOLER WEEK 17
July 13th-July 17th

Dear Families,
We are excited to launch plans for Week 17. There are some great options for physical activities in an
indoor environment. Additionally, some simple ideas with materials available at home to support the
creative undertakings. We hope you enjoy this week’s plan with your little ones!

Language Development
Star Letter Search

Add letters to star shaped construction
paper. Hide the stars in a sensory bin filled
with sand or dried black beans. Let your
child search for the letters and identify the
ones that they find.

Social-Emotional Development
Space Sensory Bottles

Make space themed sensory bottles with your
child that they can use to help calm them
when they are upset. Sensory bottles ideas:
Glow in the dark stars in colored water,
colored water and glitter, or colored water
with sequin stars.

Physical Literacy
Asteroid Toss

Crumble up aluminum foil and set up three
baskets in a row. Let your child toss the foil
asteroids into a baskets.
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Cognitive Development
What Melts in the Sun?

Put different materials in the sun and talk
to your child about what they think is
going to happen to them. Write down
their answers and observe to see what
melts. Some materials you can use:
crayon, Lego, wooden block, bar of soap,
chocolate.

Creative Activity
Paper Towel Tube Rocket

Decorate a paper towel tube using a variety
of art materials to make a rocketship. Art
materials that you can use are paint, crayons,
markers, foam shapes, felt, and construction
paper.

Additional Activities
Purple and Blue Solar System: Let your child use a paint brush with water with food coloring in
it. Paint the background using dark colors then add white paint splattered to make stars.
Moon Sand: Make moon sand using 8 cups flour and 1 cup vegetable oil or baby oil. Mix
together until the flour is moldable. Provide your child with sand toys to explore.
Moon Dust Writing: Make moon dust using salt and food coloring (to make gray). Add your
moon dust to a cookie sheet and let your child practice writing letters.

